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There are a countless number of stories that have been told throughout the 
history of time. 

• A few of these stories are unique. 
• Most of them are not. 
• There may be different names, different locations, different time periods, 

but when you boil down most stories what remains is usually an outline, 
that we’ve seen, already, elsewhere. 

From the story of 
• The brave hero, against the wicked ruler, in the towering fortress, for a 

damsel in distress. 
• To the story of an unlikely coach, with a team of nobodies, versus the 

team of somebodies, for the championship game. 
• These are the stories we’ve seen, already, elsewhere.

Jesus Points to an old story to challenges Pergamum to take note. No doubt 
he’s calling us to do the same. Lets take a look!!

Revelation 2:12-17
“And to the angel of the church in Pergamum write: ‘The words of him who
has the sharp two-edged sword.

  “‘I know where you dwell, where Satan's throne is. Yet you hold fast my 
name, and you did not deny my faith even in the days of Antipas my 
faithful witness, who was killed among you, where Satan dwells.  But I 
have a few things against you: you have some there who hold the 
teaching of Balaam, who taught Balak to put a stumbling block before the 
sons of Israel, so that they might eat food sacrificed to idols and practice 
sexual immorality.  So also you have some who hold the teaching of the 
Nicolaitans. Therefore repent. If not, I will come to you soon and war 
against them with the sword of my mouth. 17 He who has an ear, let him 
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hear what the Spirit says to the churches. To the one who conquers I will 
give some of the hidden manna, and I will give him a white stone, with a 
new name written on the stone that no one knows except the one who 
receives it.’

First, Jesus affirms the church’s positive actions: “I know where you live—where
Satan has his throne. 

• Yet you remain true to my name. 
• You did not renounce your faith in me, 
• even in the days of Antipas, my faithful witness, who was put to death in 

your city—where Satan lives” (Revelation 2:13). 

As soon as you walked into the city, you would see 
• The imposing temple to Athena, right inside the city gate. 
• Then there was the great temple of Caesar Augustus 
• and also Hadrian’s temple.
• You look a little farther and oh, there’s the large altar to Zeus with an idol 

on it near the king’s palace. 
• If that wasn’t enough, look along the side of the mountain, and you’re sure 

to see the temple of Dionysius, the goat god of wine. He is depicted with 
horns, but his upper part as a man and his lower part as a goat, with 
cloven feet and a tail.

The believers lived in a difficult place, surrounded by pagan influences, yet they 
held fast to Christ’s name and did not deny Him during difficult times.

Located about 50 miles north of Smyrna, Pergamum was a leading 
religious center of Asia Minor. 

• It is thought that Pergamum became a Roman province around 130 BC 
and, like Smyrna, the people participated in, and encouraged the worship 
of, the Roman emperor. 

• Pergamum was also known for its civilization and learning. It was noted for
its pottery, tapestries and parchments. 

• The city had a library with some 200,000 volumes and was second only to 
that of Alexandria. 

Pergamum had served as the capital of the Roman province of Asia Minor for 
over 25 years and was an important religious center for a number of pagan 
cults. 
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• It was the first city in Asia to build a temple to Caesar and it became the 
capital of the cult of Caesar worship. 

• Of Pergamum an ancient writer said it was “given to idolatry more than all 
Asia.”

One Christian in Pergamum named Antipas is mentioned as a “faithful witness.” 
Church tradition says that Antipas was a physician suspected of secretly 
propagating Christianity. The Aesculapians (members of the medical guild) 
accused Antipas of disloyalty to Caesar. Upon being condemned to death, 
Antipas was placed inside a copper bull, which was then heated over a fire until 
it was red-hot.

I. A Look at Balaam
But I have a few things against you: you have some there who hold the 
teaching of Balaam, who taught Balak to put a stumbling block before the 
sons of Israel, so that they might eat food sacrificed to idols and practice 
sexual immorality.  So also you have some who hold the teaching of the 
Nicolaitans. 

As I said, we’re looking back to the 13th century BC, to a story captured in 
Numbers 22-25. 

• The Israelites, who, bound for the Promised Land, had already been 
wandering in the desert for nearly 40 years. 

• At this point in their journey, they’re traveling through the land of Moab. 
• But the king of Moab, seeing the horde of Israel approaching on the 

horizon, is struck with fear, for he knows, these Israelites are the very 
people who recently destroyed the Amorites, and the Egyptians, before 
them.

So, King Balak, out of fear, sends for a man named Balaam, who was like a 
sorcerer-for-hire. His task would be to curse the people, ruin them, and, if 
successful, he’d be rewarded. 

• But Balaam couldn’t do it, for God would not allow him to. 
• And from Numbers 22 all the way through 24, this story sings with the 

triumph of God’s people over these Moabites. 
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Until we get to Numbers 25. That’s where we get the shocking news of 
widespread Idolatry amongst the Israelites. 

Numbers 25:1 
 “While Israel lived in Shah-team, the people began to whore with the 
daughters of Moab. These invited the people to the sacrifices of their 
gods, and the people ate and bowed down to their gods.”

How’d that happen? 
• Balak ordered Balaam to curse them so that he might put them all to 

death, but he couldn’t, that’s Numbers 24. 
• So how is it that they are now, in Numbers 25, essentially putting 

themselves to death through idolatry? 

Numbers 31:16 tells us. It says that on Balaam’s advice,  the women of Moab 
caused the people of Israel to act treacherously against the LORD. 

• In other words, Balaam, after failing to curse God’s people, came up with 
another plan: “Hey King Balak, The Israelites cannot be cursed, but they 
can be tempted. 

• Send in your women to seduce them into sin. In this way, you will break 
the people of God.” 

This story line, of Israel in the land of Moab, can be outlined 
this way:

It doesn’t say this in Numbers, but we can read between the lines. 

It seems Balaam was hinting at something with the money suggestion, and
said, 

• “Look, I simply can’t utter curses, but I do know these Israelite guys really 
well. 

• They seem to be tempted easily by the seductive Moabite women. 
• So bring a bunch of the women around to persuade the men to commit 

sexual immorality, 

Then God Himself will curse them; and we’re all happy: 
• I get paid. 
• I don’t have to lie when I prophesy. 
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• You get your curses, and we all go home happy!”

But on that fateful day in 13th century BC, for 24,000 Israelites, died through a 
sin-caused plague.  

Balaam was the prophet for profit. 

His advice led the Israelites to compromise--and sin--and thus, his counsel was 
successful. Balaam's counsel became the prototype for all false teachers.

Peter said this about false teachers:

2 Peter 2:15-19 

"Forsaking the right way, they have gone astray. They have followed the way of 
Balaam, the son of Beor, who loved gain from wrongdoing, but was rebuked for 
his own transgression; a speechless donkey spoke with human voice and 
restrained the prophet’s madness. These are waterless springs and mists driven
by a storm. For them the gloom of utter darkness has been reserved. For, 
speaking loud boasts of folly, they entice by sensual passions of the flesh those 
who are barely escaping from those who live in error. They promise them 
freedom, but they themselves are slaves of corruption. For whatever overcomes
a person, to that he is enslaved."

 Here, in Revelation 2, Jesus takes that story, and says to Pergamum, your 
story, so far, has the same components as that one, your current trajectory is 
heading in the same direction as that one, and that one did not end well. 
Pergamum, take note!

II. Spiritual Compromise
But I have a few things against you: you have some there who hold the 
teaching of Balaam, who taught Balak to put a stumbling block before the 
sons of Israel, so that they might eat food sacrificed to idols and practice 
sexual immorality.  So also you have some who hold the teaching of the 
Nicolaitans. 

Are we spiritually distracted or compromised?
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Much like Pergamum, evil in society is all around us and attempting to infiltrate 
the church and our very souls.

Jesus knows the intense pressure you’re facing, 
• the trials, 
• suffering, 
• and afflictions. 

He also knows your faithfulness. 

Sometimes fighting the spiritual battle before us can become so consuming that 
we take our spiritual eyes off God. Let us not be fooled or seduced into thinking 
spiritual compromise or watered-down values are OK or acceptable to God.

A Slow and Quiet Compromise: Following the Teaching of
Balaam

• This happened because Balaam came up with a scheme to use Moabite 
women to slowly and quietly seduce the people to sin, turning them to 
idolatry, sexual temptation, idol worship, and committing indecent acts of 
immorality. 

• The Israelites knew the practice of idolatry was forbidden and would have
rejected it if openly presented with it; but they willingly accepted the 
idea when they were seduced to sin and followed the evil and selfish 
desires of their hearts.

• It appears that some of the believers were being led astray and 
embracing this ungodly idolatry as a way of life. It may be that many in the 
church were unaware of the false teaching that was beginning to gain a 
foothold in the hearts of some believers. 

A lifestyle or teaching may seem OK because a strong Christian is doing it, but 
that doesn’t make it OK in God’s eyes. It would be like living next door to 
Christians who are doing something that is sinful, and then thinking it’s OK for 
you to do because these other Christians are doing it.
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In Pergamum, the ungodly and powerful authorities of the day promoted the 
worship of idols and false teachings. They encouraged the participation of 
spiritually wrong acts that were sinful in God’s eyes. 

Just because a powerful government makes a law that says something is 
legal, it doesn’t make it spiritually OK when the word of God clearly says 
it’s wrong.

Let us not be fooled or seduced into thinking spiritual compromise or 
watered-down spiritual values are OK or acceptable to God . 

So what is the doctrine of Balaam? 

• It is to compromise what we know is morally upright for what is expedient. 

• It’s to put stumbling blocks in front of people, things that will trip up our 
walk with God. 

• For the church of Pergamum, it began by eating food sacrificed to idols; 
and then eventually, the slippery slope led to spiritual idolatry.

Spiritual compromise isn't choosing other gods to 
worship INSTEAD of Jesus. It’s trying to include other 
gods along with our worship of Jesus.

III. Moral Compromise
So also you have some who hold the teaching of the Nicolaitans.

What about the teaching of the Nicolaitans? 
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• As we learned with the church of Ephesus, the Nicolaitans were followers 

of Nicolas, 

• who apparently taught that you were free in Christ to do whatever you 

wanted to, with no consequences, a license to sin. 

• There was a separating of the leadership and the laity--a hierarchy of 

superiority versus the everyday man or woman.

So the combined hybrid teaching of both Balaam and the Nicolaitans was that 
you could compromise your behavior and mix in what the world is doing, yet at 
the same time, have the reputation of being a lofty, high stronghold of authority 
and religious superiority.

• The church of Smyrna was unbending toward compromise, even under 

intense persecution, but the church of Pergamum wanted to maintain their 
lofty standing while still allowing sin to creep in.

• If were not carful we worship Jesus on Sunday morning and put on the 

Christian radio station posture, and then go home and worship pleasure, 
or money, or success or self the rest of the week.

• Plenty of people are bowing down to other idols. The problem is when 

Christians purport to bow down to Jesus and then also choose to bow 
down to other gods. It’s compromise.

D.L. Moody said: "Christians should live in the world, but not be filled with it. A 
ship lives in the water; but if the water gets into the ship, she goes to the bottom.

So Christians may live in the world; but if the world gets into them, they 
sink."

Moral Compromise says, “I know I shouldn’t, but why not?” 

• Compromise chooses to either ignore or belittle judgment that comes upon

wrong behavior. 
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• You could define spiritual compromise as: Accepting a lower moral 

standard to live by that lessens or deadens your spiritual effectiveness. 

• In spiritual compromise, you begin by taking a step, then another step and 

then another step in the direction away from your convictions and 
eventually toward destruction.

Sin begins in the mind, develops in the heart and comes to fruition in the 
body. All sin can be traced back to an initial moment of compromise.

IV. The Power to Change.
THEREFORE REPENT. IF NOT, I WILL COME TO YOU SOON AND 
WAR AGAINST THEM WITH THE SWORD OF MY MOUTH.

THE WORD OF GOD IS POWERFUL

The double-edged sword that John refers to in verse 12 is a picture of a weapon
that was used in battle, having two sharp cutting edges. No matter how it was 
wielded it would cut true and deep. In verse 12, John references Jesus as one 
who has the double-edged sword. The word of God will cut true and deep to 
divide truth from error.

John also references a double-edged sword as the word of God being spoken 
by the one who holds the seven stars in his hands and who walks among the 
lampstands (Revelation 1:12, 16); again referring to Jesus.

The writer of Hebrews wrote similarly in 

Hebrews 4:12

  For the word of God is living and active, sharper than any two-edged 
sword, piercing to the division of soul and of spirit, of joints and of 
marrow, and discerning the thoughts and intentions of the heart.
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•The word of God will cut through all the spiritually false teaching and 
worldly lies. 

•The word of God will separate and clearly reveal the truth from error. 

•The word of God cuts deep, much like a double-edged sword used 
properly on a battle field, to reveal sin and bring spiritual healing and life to
those who believe.

•The word of God will accomplish all that it is designed and intends to 
accomplish when used correctly.

•The word of God is all powerful and it can cut through a spiritual heart 
of stone.

However, if the word of God is:

•ignored,

•muzzled or imprisoned,

•not listened or adhered to,

•not shared, 

it will do nothing for the person who is living in darkness and rebellion.

However, the word of God is powerful; God spoke the worlds into existence. 

•The word of God will break free. 

•The word of God is living and active. 

•The word of God will never be totally extinguished. 

•The word of God will accomplish all it is meant to accomplish, and all the 
promises of God in scripture, and all that have been spoken, have been 
and still are being fulfilled. 
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•The power of God’s word will break every chain, faith in Jesus will 
arise, lives will be changed and no power on earth or even the gates of 
hell will ever prevail. 

Conclusion: 

FIVE SLIPPERY STEPS TO SPIRITUAL COMPROMISE:

1. A failure to purpose in our hearts ahead of time to do the right thing.

2. Underestimating evil (including the failure to recognize temptation).

3. Rationalizing.

4. A failure to consider the costly consequences.

5. A sudden, deliberate choice to give in to sin.

The best example of this sort of compromise in the Bible is Lot. 

• Lot got into an argument with Abraham over the land because they had 
their own sheep, cattle and farmers, and the land wasn’t big enough for 
them both. 

• So Abraham was a godly man and said, “Look out onto the land, and 
choose where you want to dwell.” 

• And Lot looked, and Genesis says that he saw that the land was fertile 
and pleasing to the eye, so he set out for that land. What land was that? 
The plains near Sodom and Gomorrah. 

• So Lot went out. You would think he would have stayed as far away from 
Sodom and Gomorrah as possible. But his eye was appeased, and so 
often it is with our eyes that we see something we want; and we head 
toward it. 
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• We didn’t actually do anything wrong yet, but we are taking a step closer 

to it, putting ourselves in danger and harm’s way. 

• So his tents were pitched TOWARD Sodom.

The next we read about Lot, he was IN Sodom. Not only IN sin, but at the city 
gate, in the most prominent place, fully engulfed in culture, politics and all that 
Sodom had to offer. He couldn’t get out easily. His family thought he was joking 
when he tried to convince them to leave. That is the most saddening: Your 
compromise will usually affect others.
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